## The Many Views of a Teacher

**Grades 4-6**

### Background
Pixenate is a photo altering program. For this lesson children will use computers with pixenate software installed to show a snapshot of what each child believes a teacher does in a single day.

### Objectives
- Creativity to alter images to fit what they are imagining.
- Communicate with others their ideas of teachers.

### Materials
- Computers with appropriate Pixenate software installed.

### Procedures
- Introduce the children to Pixenate.
- Show examples of how to
| Procedures (Cont.) | alter photos.  
|                  | • Allow the children time to brainstorm to figure out their ideas on what teachers do.  
|                  | • Have them each find an interesting picture which relates to teaching.  
|                  | • Have the children alter the photos to better fit their ideas.  
|                  | • Have them present the original photo along with the altered photo and explain the changes.  
| Application      | After completing the assignment students will better understand how to alter photos using Pixenate. This can be helpful in other courses the child is taking to improve their work.  
| Assessment       | Children will be assessed on the following:  
|                  | • Quality of changes  
|                  | • Presentation |